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Abstract. Symmetry assumptions on the geometrical framework have provided successful
mechanisms to develop physically meaningful solutions to many problems. In tele-parallel
gravity, invariance of the frame and spin-connection under a group of motions defines an affine
symmetry group. Here, we assume there exists a three-dimensional group of affine symmetries
acting simply transitively on a spatial hypersurface and that this group of symmetry actions
defines our affine frame symmetry group. We determine the general form of the co-frame
and spin connection for each spatially homogeneous Bianchi type. We then construct the
corresponding field equations for f(T ) tele-parallel gravity. We show that if the symmetry
group is of Bianchi type A (I, II, V I0, V II0, V III or IX) then there exists a co-frame/spin
connection pair that is consistent with the antisymmetric part of the field equations of f(T )
tele-parallel gravity. For those geometries having a Bianchi type B symmetry group (IV , V ,
V Ih, V IIh), we find that in general these geometries are inconsistent with the antisymmetric
part of the f(T ) tele-parallel gravity field equations unless the theory reduces to an analog
of General Relativity with a cosmological constant.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Introductory remarks

It is well known that the theory of General Relativity (GR) has been extremely successful in
explaining a variety of gravitational phenomena. Indeed, GR is in agreement with almost all
experimental and observational tests to date [1]. It is only on cosmological scales in which
there appears to be any divergence from the predictions of GR; for example, the currently
observed accelerated expansion of our universe. Even then, with some modifications to the
matter sector of the theory, the addition of cold dark matter and a cosmological constant, one
arrives at a cosmological model that agrees extremely well with current observations [2, 3].
While the ΛCDM models work very well, the curious nature of both dark energy and dark
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matter makes us ask the question “Can we explain these same effects geometrically using an
alternative theory to GR?”.

Investigating alternatives to GR is not a recent phenomena; even Einstein himself spent
time on this venture [4–9]. One class of alternative theories of gravity is tele-parallel Grav-
ity [10–15]. Interestingly, there is even a tele-parallel theory of gravity that is dynamically
equivalent to GR and therefore indistinguishable from GR via classical tests of gravity [10].
The tele-parallel equivalent to General Relativity (TEGR), while dynamically equivalent,
approaches gravity via a very different perspective than GR. Further, TEGR can be framed
as a gauge theory for the translation group, something that has not yet been possible in GR.
The Lagrangian for TEGR is constructed from a scalar T which is constructed from scalar
invariants of the torsion. This torsion scalar is constructed in a particular way so that there
exists a relationship between it and the Ricci scalar of the Levi-Civita connection plus a
divergence term. The TEGR has been well developed and clearly explained in a number of
venues (see in particular [10]).

In TEGR, the torsion scalar T is a particular linear combination of scalar invariants con-
structed from the torsion. By considering arbitrary linear combinations of these same scalar
invariants of the torsion, Hayashi and Shirafuji [16] developed an alternative tele-parallel the-
ory of gravity which they called New General Relativity (NGR). NGR, an interesting theory
of gravity in its own right, is not considered in this paper. Another modification to the stan-
dard TEGR is a theory in which one considers functions of this same torsion scalar, T , in the
Lagrangian [11, 12, 17–19]. This class of tele-parallel theories of gravity is colloquially known
as f(T ) tele-parallel gravity and reduces to TEGR when f(T ) = T . This generalization of
TEGR has been a popular alternative theory in recent decades. A comprehensive review of
large classes of tele-parallel gravity theories can be found in [20, 21]. We shall consider f(T )
tele-parallel theories of gravity.

In f(T ) tele-parallel gravity there has been a challenge in determining the appropri-
ate ansatz in which to begin any investigation into finding physically meaningful solutions.
Because we have both a spin connection ωa

b = ωa
bµdxµ and a co-frame, ha = ha

µdxµ , the
two inputs must be in some sense compatible with one another. The typical example of
this occurs when one assumes a diagonal co-frame in spherically symmetric spacetimes and
a trivial spin-connection. A diagonal co-frame is defined so that the matrix ha

µ defining the
co-frame is diagonal. While this diagonal co-frame and spin connection pair is a simple initial
ansatz, they are inconsistent in the sense that the antisymmetric part of the field equations
immediately impose f(T ) = T . One should start the analysis with a co-frame/spin connec-
tion pair that are consistent; that is, the field equations, in particular the antisymmetric part
of the field equations, impose no or minimal constraints on the function f(T ) which defines
the theory. Even though we always have the gauge freedom to choose a proper co-frame in
which ωa

b = 0, we must carefully choose the corresponding proper co-frame that leads to a
consistent system. The gauge choice is on the pair of inputs, not on just the co-frame or the
spin connection.

For cosmological purposes, in most of the literature to date the geometrical framework
(frame or co-frame plus spin connection) is fixed so that the resulting geometry is character-
ized by a k = 0 spatially homogeneous and isotropic metric. Recently, employing the ideas of
symmetry invariance of the geometrical framework through a G6 group of symmetry motions,
the appropriate frame and spin connection ansatz which result in a k = ±1 spatially homo-
geneous and isotropic metric has been developed [21–26], thereby yielding the tele-parallel
Robertson Walker (TRW) geometries. Prior to these developments, one was required to
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employ complex valued frame ansatzes when k = −1 (for example), thereby limiting their
general applicability. It is now of interest to expand this idea of symmetry invariance on the
geometrical framework by investigating what happens when we drop the isotropy require-
ment and look at simply transitive G3 groups of motions acting on three dimensional spatial
hypersurfaces; i.e, the tele-parallel Bianchi affine geometries.

We begin this exposition with a perhaps slightly unconventional approach to developing
the field equations of f(T ) tele-parallel gravity. We use the Metric Affine Gauge (MAG)
framework of Hehl et al. [27] to determine the field equations. We employ Lagrange multi-
pliers to ensure the zero curvature and zero non-metricity constraints, thereby, ensuring a
fully covariant development of the field equations. We assume that the geometrical variables
(i.e., the co-frame and spin connection) are invariant under a simply transitive G3 group of
motions and consequently we solve the antisymmetric part of the field equations. Solutions of
the antisymmetric part of the field equations when they exist, provide a consistent ansatz for
the spin-connection that can be used in the symmetric part of the field equations. Given the
co-frame and the consistent spin connection, we write the symmetric part of the f(T ) tele-
parallel gravity field equations for Bianchi type A geometries with a comoving perfect fluid.
While Bianchi type A affine geometries are consistent with the f(T ) tele-parallel gravity field
equations, Bianchi type B affine geometries are only consistent in special cases.

1.2 Review of other work

Spatially homogeneous but anisotropic cosmological models in f(T ) tele-parallel gravity have
been investigated in the literature with limited success and generality. Bianchi type I cos-
mological models in f(T ) tele-parallel gravity are the most common spatially homogeneous
and isotropic geometry analyzed in the literature [20, 28–40]. In [28, 30, 31] the authors
construct the function f(T ) based on some external assumptions on the matter source; for
example, dust or radiation. Alternatively, these same authors determined the effective equa-
tion of state for a given f(T ). Others [33, 34] investigated the possibility of constructing
f(T ) from both holographic dark energy (HDE) and Ricci dark energy (RDE) arguments. A
comprehensive review and exact solutions can be found in [20].

For Bianchi type I geometries, the simple ansatz of a diagonal co-frame with a trivial
spin connection is always consistent with the f(T ) tele-parallel gravity field equations. This
means that a proper diagonal Bianchi type I co-frame is consistent with the field equations;
this is sometimes referred to as a “good” co-frame [41]. However, it must be noted, that the
assumption of a trivial spin connection for Bianchi I spatially homogeneous affine geometries
is not the only ansatz that is consistent with the field equations [40]. It is possible to construct
special classes of Bianchi type I affine geometries in which the co-frame is still diagonal but
the spin-connection is non-trivial.

Bianchi type III anisotropic affine geometries in f(T ) tele-parallel gravity have been
analyzed in [20, 28, 30]. With the assumptions of a diagonal co-frame and trivial spin
connection, one of the field equations immediately reduces to the equivalent of ∂t(f ′(T )) =
0 [20, 28, 30]. This implies that the f(T ) tele-parallel gravity theory becomes equivalent to
TEGR (or GR) with a cosmological constant and a re-scaled matter coupling constant. One
can interpret this in the following way: the assumption of a diagonal co-frame with a trivial
spin connection is inconsistent with the f(T ) tele-parallel gravity field equations when the
affine geometry is Bianchi type III. Either the co-frame should be non-diagonal or the spin
connection should be non-trivial. Colloquially, this means that a proper diagonal Bianchi
type III co-frame is not a “good” co-frame. Is it even possible to find a co-frame/spin-
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connection pair for Bianchi type III geometries that does not lead immediately to TEGR (or
GR) with a cosmological constant?

The most general approaches to the development of spatially homogeneous and anisotro-
pic f(T ) tele-parallel geometries are found in [21, 42]. Proper co-frame ansatzes in which the
spin connection is trivial for a number of Bianchi types have been proposed in [21]. However,
it is not clear whether these proper co-frame ansatzes can be utilized in general. Indeed,
even in the simplest case of a Bianchi type I in [21], the proposed proper co-frame ansatz
leads to field equations in f(T ) tele-parallel gravity that depend upon the spatial coordinates,
a somewhat odd observation given the spatial homogeneous nature of the geometry. This
observed inconsistency is due to the fact that the authors of [21] use the symmetries of the
metric (i.e., Killing symmetries) to define/restrict the geometry, but the field equations for
f(T ) tele-parallel gravity are not invariant under these Killing symmetries. Therefore the
resulting field equations may lead to some restrictions on the theory. Here, in this paper
we use a different notion of symmetry. Affine frame symmetries [26, 43, 44] are employed
to define/restrict the geometry in which case the geometrical side of the f(T ) tele-parallel
gravity field equations are also invariant under these same affine frame symmetries.

The recent paper [42] can be considered to be one of the first in which a much more
general mathematical approach to constructing co-frame/spin connection ansatzes for tele-
parallel geometries is developed. The technique employed in [42] is applied to three special
classes of spatially homogeneous geometries, Bianchi types II, III, and IX, that have an
additional fourth symmetry. Hohmann [42] works in a proper frame, and determines the
corresponding co-frame that is respectful of the four assumed symmetry assumptions. The
subsequent results contain six arbitrary functions of time in the solution to the co-frame,
at least one of which can always be eliminated through a coordinate transformation. It is
not yet clear how the definitions and approach employed in [22, 42] for example, relate to
the ideas of affine frame symmetries proposed in [26, 43, 44]. While the results in [42] are
general and can be employed in any tele-parallel theory of gravity, the proper co-frames that
are developed have not been tested for their consistency in the f(T ) tele-parallel gravity field
equations, that is, it is not known whether the co-frames determined in [42] lead to a “good”
proper co-frame or not.

To really test the cosmological fitness of f(T ) tele-parallel gravity theories requires
that we are able to test cosmological observations against not just isotropic models, but
also anisotropic models. With this goal in mind, it is imperative to develop the framework
to properly construct anisotropic spatially homogenous models in f(T ) tele-parallel gravity.
Without this solid foundation, it becomes very difficult to truly ascertain the feasibility of
f(T ) tele-parallel gravity in cosmological settings.

1.3 Notation

We restrict the analysis to four dimensional differentiable manifolds with coordinates xµ. The
notation employed uses Greek indices {µ, ν, . . . } to represent space-time coordinate indices
and Latin indices {a, b, . . . }, represent frame or tangent-space indices. Upper case Latin
indices {I, J, . . . } represent the restricted set of tangent space indices {1, 2, 3}. Particular
values of tangent or cotangent space indices are indicated with a hat. Lower case Latin indices
{i, j, . . . } represent the restricted set of coordinate indices {1, 2, 3}. Round brackets surround-
ing indices represents symmetrization, while square brackets represents anti-symmetrization.
Any underlined index is not included in the symmetrization. Quantities with a solid bullet
indicate that a Orthonormal Gauge choice has been made. Quantities with an over-circle
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are calculated using the Levi-Civita connection, ◦
ωa

b. Derived geometric quantities, such as
curvature or torsion, depend on the co-frame and spin-connection or both. This dependence
is indicated where necessary via square brackets; for example, the curvature two-form of the
Levi-Civita connection is denoted as Ra

b[
◦
ωc

d] =
◦

Ra
b. The orthonormal metric has the form

•
gab = Diag[−1, 1, 1, 1]. The frame basis is denoted as ea with the corresponding co-frame
basis ha where ea⌋hb = δa

b . We define the volume four form η = ∗(1) as the dual to the
unit zero form and through continued inner products with frame ea we are able to define
ηa = ea⌋η = ∗ha, ηab = ea⌋eb⌋η = ∗(ha ∧ hb) and ηabc = ea⌋eb⌋ec⌋η = ∗(ha ∧ hb ∧ hc).
The canonical frame basis for each Bianchi type will be denoted as EI with corresponding
co-frame basis HI .

2 Basics of tele-parallel gravity

2.1 Geometry and gauge choices

The Metric Affine Gauge theory (see [27]) provides a suitable framework to determine the
field equations describing large classes of tele-parallel (and other) theories of gravity. One
begins with a four dimensional differentiable manifold M with symmetric metric gab, co-
frame one-form basis ha and spin connection one form ωa

b. In general, the set of geometrical
quantities,

{gab, ha, ωa
b} , (2.1)

defines the geometry. The three geometrical quantities are independent and only become
constrained as we entertain different geometrical or physical assumptions.

The corresponding field strengths associated with the metric, co-frame and spin con-
nection are; the symmetric non-metricity one-form (Qab), the torsion two form (T a), and the
curvature two-form (Ra

b) defined as

Qab = −Dgab, T a = Dha, Ra
b = dωa

b + ωa
c ∧ ωc

b. (2.2)

The associated Bianchi identities are

DQab = 2R(ab), (2.3)
DT a = Ra

c ∧ hc, (2.4)
DRa

b = 0, (2.5)

which yield additional differential constraints between the field strengths.
It is widely accepted that the laws of gravitational physics be invariant under any change

of coordinates (General Covariance) and be invariant under arbitrary changes in the frame
of reference (Principle of Relativity) [27, 45]. Consequently with these assumptions, the re-
sulting field equations derived from any given Lagrangian will have to transform covariantly
under both local GL(4) gauge transformations of the co-frame, metric, and affine connection
fields, and transform covariantly under general coordinate transformations. With the Prin-
ciple of Relativity and the consequent covariance of the field equations under local GL(4)
gauge transformations, one is permitted to judiciously simplify aspects of the calculations
via a well-chosen gauge. For example, a convenient choice is to employ the Orthonormal
Gauge in which the metric becomes gab = •

gab = Diag[−1, 1, 1, 1]. We note that each of these
invariance assumptions also imply the existence of an associated Noether identity.
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It is worth mentioning at this point that the Bianchi identities, equations (2.3)–(2.5), for
tele-parallel gravity in which Ra

b = 0 and Qab = 0, are just that, identities. There is no new
information or constraints obtained from the Bianchi identities. This is, in direct contrast
to GR where the torsion T a and non-metricity Qab are trivial, in which case the Bianchi
identities (2.3)–(2.5), yield the non-trivial algebraic constraint on the curvature, R(ab) and
Ra

b ∧ hb = 0. So while torsion is zero in GR, the absence of torsion does impart indirectly a
nontrivial effect.

2.2 The matter field Lagrangian

In general the matter fields may be described using scalar, tensor or spinor-valued forms of any
rank. For illustrative purposes, it is sufficient to consider a scalar field Φ and a vector valued 1-
form field Ψa as the source fields for the matter. The matter field Lagrangian 4-form, LMatt, is
in general a function of the field variables gab, ha, ωa

b, Φ, Ψa and their corresponding exterior
derivatives. However, assuming the Principle of Relativity, the spin connection, ωa

b can only
enter the matter field Lagrangian indirectly through covariant derivatives of the various field
variables, Qab, T a, Ra

b, DΦ and DΨa. With the additional assumption of a Minimal Coupling
between the matter fields and the gauge fields [27, 46–48], the matter field Lagrangian is
independent of the derivatives dgab, dha, dωa

b. Therefore, assuming the Principle of Relativity
together with Minimal Coupling the matter field Lagrangian has the form

LMatt = LMatt(gab, ha, Φ, DΦ, Ψa, DΨa). (2.6)

The corresponding metrical, canonical, and the hyper-momentum matter currents [27]
are then

σab ≡ δLMatt
δgab

= ∂LMatt
∂gab

, (2.7)

Σa ≡ δLMatt
δha

= ∂LMatt
∂ha

, (2.8)

∆a
b ≡ Ψa ∧

(
∂LMatt
∂(DΨb)

)
, (2.9)

where the spin matter current τab is defined to be the antisymmetric part of the hyper-
momentum current τab = ∆[ab]. The invariance of the matter field Lagrangian under general
linear transformations of the co-frame yields the Noether conservation identity for the mat-
ter fields

D∆a
b + ha ∧ Σb − gbcσ

ac + Ψa ∧ δLMatt
δΨb

= 0. [NOETHER M] (2.10)

Assuming that the field equation for Ψa is satisfied (i.e., on shell), then this conservation
identity yields a relationship between the three various matter currents. Indeed, if the matter
Lagrangian only contains a scalar field Φ, then ∆a

b = 0 and

h(a ∧ Σb) = σab and h[a ∧ Σb] = 0 , (2.11)

which shows the equivalence between the metrical energy momentum current σab and the
canonical energy momentum current Σa when there is only scalar matter present. Alterna-
tively, one clearly sees how the assumption of the Principle of Relativity leads to a symmetric
canonical energy momentum current via the corresponding Noether identity.
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2.3 The gauge field Lagrangian

The Lagrangian 4-form for the gauge fields, Vgauge, can be a function of the field variables
gab, ha, ωa

b and their corresponding exterior derivatives. Assuming the Principle of Relativ-
ity, implies that the spin connection, ωa

b, enters the gauge field Lagrangian only through
Qab, T a, Ra

b,
Vgauge = Vgauge(gab, ha, Qab, T a, Ra

b). (2.12)

The corresponding gauge field momenta [27] are defined

Mab ≡ 2∂Vgauge
∂dgab

= −2∂Vgauge
∂Qab

, (2.13)

Ha ≡ −∂Vgauge
∂dha

= −∂Vgauge
∂T a

, (2.14)

Ha
b ≡ − ∂Vgauge

∂(dωb
a) = −∂Vgauge

∂Rb
a

, (2.15)

and the metrical energy momentum, canonical energy momentum and the hyper-momentum
associated with the gauge fields [27] are

mab ≡ 2∂Vgauge
∂gab

, (2.16)

Ea ≡ ∂Vgauge
∂ha

, (2.17)

Ea
b ≡ ∂Vgauge

∂ωb
a

= −ha ∧ Hb − gbcM
ac. (2.18)

Due to the assumption of the Principle of Relativity, the corresponding Noether con-
servation identity for the gauge fields is

−Ra
c ∧ Hc

b + Rc
b ∧ Ha

c − T a ∧ Hb + ha ∧ Eb + QbcM
ac − gbcm

ac = 0. [NOETHER G]
(2.19)

2.4 The action and field equations for tele-parallel gravity

Tele-parallel Gravity in which the nonmetricity and curvature are assumed to be zero can
be achieved within the Metric Affine Gauge theory of gravity via Lagrange multipliers. We
introduce the Lagrange multiplier µab as a symmetric 3 form and the Lagrange multiplier ν b

a

as a 2 form. Therefore, the action for tele-parallel gravity in which the matter is minimally
coupled to the gauge fields is

S =
∫ [

Vgauge(gab, ha, Qab, T a,Ra
b)+ 1

2Qab ∧µab+Ra
b ∧ ν b

a +LMatt(gab, ha, Φ, DΦ, Ψa, DΨa)
]

.

(2.20)
Using the Bianchi identities (2.3)–(2.5), it can be shown that above action is invariant under
the redefinitions of the Lagrange multipliers,

µab → µab + Dξab, (2.21)
ν b

a → ν b
a + Dχb

a − ξb
a, (2.22)
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where ξab = ξba is an arbitrary symmetric 2 form, and χa
b is an arbitrary 1-form [13].

Therefore it is impossible to determine the Lagrange multipliers uniquely.
Variation of this action with respect to the Lagrange multipliers µab and ν b

a and the
field variables gab, ha, ωa

b, Φ, Ψa, [13, 27] yields the following set of field equations

Qab = 0, [NONMETRICITY] (2.23)
Ra

b = 0, [CURVATURE] (2.24)
DMab − mab − Dµab = σab, [ZEROTH] (2.25)

DHa − Ea = Σa, [FIRST] (2.26)
DHa

b − Ea
b − gbcµ

ac − Dν a
b = ∆a

b, [SECOND] (2.27)
δLMatt

δΦ = 0, [MATTER 1] (2.28)
δLMatt

δΨa
= 0. [MATTER 2] (2.29)

We follow the same labelling as was used in [27].
Given that the nonmetricity is zero, we can raise and lower indices with ease. The

symmetric part of [SECOND] will give us an expression for the Lagrange multiplier µab.
Using this expression for µab, and using the expression [NOETHER-G] for mab, as well as
the fact that the curvature and non-metricity are zero, and substituting results into equation
[ZEROTH], one obtains the Noether identity [NOETHER-M]. Therefore, the [ZEROTH]
equation can be eliminated without loss of generality. The field equations that encode the
dynamics are the [FIRST] equation, the antisymmetric part of [SECOND] and the matter
field equations [MATTER 1] and [MATTER 2].

Recall [ZEROTH] is redundant and [SYM-SECOND] gives an expression for the La-
grange multiplier µab. Indeed, [ASYM-SECOND] is not necessary to determine dynamics
either, since it can be interpreted as determining part of the derivative of the Lagrange
multiplier νab.

3 f(T ) tele-parallel gravity

The field equations (2.23)–(2.29) together with the Noether identities in equations (2.10)
and (2.19) are valid for broad classes of tele-parallel theories of gravity, including
TEGR [10, 13], f(T ) [11, 12], New General Relativity [16] and various generalizations [49].
We are interested in the class of f(T ) tele-parallel theories of gravity (which include TEGR
as a special subcase) where T is a scalar constructed from the torsion.

3.1 The torsion scalar

The torsion scalar T is constructed from a linear combination of the following quadratic
scalars

TT EN = ∗
(

(1)T a ∧ ∗(1)Ta

)
,

TT RA = ∗
(

(2)T a ∧ ∗(2)Ta

)
,

TAXI = ∗
(

(3)T a ∧ ∗(3)Ta

)
,

– 8 –
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which are the irreducible parts of the torsion that are invariant under the general linear
group [27]. See appendix A for details on the decomposition. The torsion scalar T is

T = −TT EN + 2TT RA + 1
2TAXI , (3.1)

= ∗(T a ∧ ∗Sa), (3.2)

where we define
Sa = −(1)Ta + 2(2)Ta + 1

2
(3)Ta. (3.3)

Interestingly, both the torsion T a and the Hodge dual of Sa can be expressed elegantly in
terms of the contorsion one-form Ka

b as

T a = Ka
b ∧ hb, and ∗Sa = −1

2Kcd ∧ ηacd. (3.4)

which illustrates the naturalness of the coefficients
(

− 1, 2, 1
2
)

of TT EN , TT RA and TAXI in
the definition of the torsion scalar in equation (3.1) (see [50] and appendix B for additional
details on the contorsion and the relationship between the torsion scalar and the Ricci scalar).
The torsion scalar can also be represented purely in terms of the contorsion as

T = ∗
(
Ka

c ∧ Kbc ∧ ηab

)
. (3.5)

3.2 The gauge potential for f(T ) tele-parallel gravity
The gauge potential 4-form, Vgauge(gab, ha, T a), for the class of f(T ) tele-parallel gravity
theories is

Vgauge = − 1
2κ

f(T ) η ,

where κ = 8πG and η = ∗1 is the volume 4-form. The gauge potential depends on an
arbitrary twice differentiable function f of the torsion scalar T . A negative is included so
that when f(T ) = T , the potential reduces to TEGR.

3.3 The field equations
Given our assumptions on the nature of Vgauge(gab, ha, T a) for tele-parallel gravity, we have

Ha = − 1
κ

f ′(T )∗Sa, (3.6)

Ea = − 1
2κ

f(T )ea⌋η − 1
κ

f ′(T )ea⌋T b ∧ ∗Sb, (3.7)

Ha
b = 0, (3.8)

Ea
b = −ha ∧ Hb. (3.9)

The [FIRST] field equation for f(T ) tele-parallel gravity can be expressed as

−f ′′(T )dT ∧ ∗Sa − f ′(T )
(
D ∗Sa − ea⌋T b ∧ ∗Sb

)
+ 1

2f(T )ηa = κΣa. (3.10)

One can also express this [FIRST] equation in terms of the Riemman curvature 2-form for
the Levi-Civita connection,

◦
Ra

b, as

−f ′′(T )dT ∧ ∗Sa − f ′(T )
(1

2
◦

Rcd ∧ ηacd + 1
2Tηa

)
+ 1

2f(T )ηa = κΣa. (3.11)
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Alternatively, by taking the wedge product of equation (3.11) with the one-form hb = gbch
c

and then symmetrizing and anti-symmetrizing over the tangent space indices a and b we
obtain, respectively, the symmetric and anti-symmetric parts of equation (3.11):

−f ′′(T ) dT ∧ ∗S(a ∧ hb) + f ′(T )
◦

Gabη − 1
2f ′(T )Tgabη + 1

2f(T )gabη = κΣ(a ∧ hb), (3.12)

−f ′′(T ) dT ∧ ∗S[a ∧ hb] = κΣ[a ∧ hb], (3.13)

where
◦

Gab is the Einstein tensor associated with the Levi-Civita connection.
The constraints Qab = 0 and Ra

b = 0 together with the field equations [SYM FIRST],
[ASYM FIRST], [MATTER 1] and [MATTER 2] constitute the full set of field equations for
f(T ) tele-parallel gravity

−f ′(T )
(
D∗S(a − e(a⌋T c ∧ ∗Sc

)
∧ hb) + 1

2f(T )gabη

−f ′′(T )dT ∧ ∗S(a ∧ hb) = κΣ(a ∧ hb), [SYM-FIRST]
−f ′′(T ) dT ∧ ∗S[a ∧ hb] = κΣ[a ∧ hb], [ASYM-FIRST]

δLMatt
δΦ = 0, [MATTER 1]

δLMatt
δΨa

= 0. [MATTER 2]

4 Bianchi cosmologies in f(T ) tele-parallel gravity

4.1 Affine frame symmetries

An affine frame symmetry without isotropies is one in which there exists a pair (ha, ωa
b)

where both the co-frame and the spin-connection are invariant under the symmetry action,
that is

Lζ(ha) = 0, Lζ(ωa
b) = 0, (4.1)

where ζ is the vector generator(s) of the assumed symmetry [43, 51]. We shall assume
the existence of a G3 group of symmetries acting simply transitively on three dimensional
spatial hyper-surfaces and that this G3 group defines the affine frame symmetries. Let ζI ,
I ∈ {1, 2, 3}, be a basis for the Lie algebra associated with the generators of this G3 group
of motions.

As we have freedom to choose a frame basis, we shall select a basis adapted to the
assumed symmetries. Let n be a unit vector field normal to the orbits of the G3 group of
motions. Consequently n is tangent to a geodesic congruence and we can choose the affine
parameter along this geodesic as one of the coordinates, say t, and define e0̂ = n = ∂t

or equivalently h0̂ = dt. An orthonormal spatial triad, •
eI , can be chosen through a time

dependent linearly independent combination of the reciprocal group generators, EJ(xi) in
which case

•
gab = Diag[−1, 1, 1, 1] and •

eI = (M−1)J
I(t)EJ(xi) . (4.2)

These EJ(xi) are referred to as the canonical vector basis and expressions in local coordinates
for each Bianchi type can be found in [52]. Therefore, the symmetry adapted orthonormal
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co-frame
•
ha (determined via •

ea⌋
•
hb = δb

a), can be chosen without loss of generality as
•
ha = [dt, M I

J(t)HJ(xi)] , (4.3)

where HJ(xi) are the corresponding canonical one-form basis [52] and M I
J(t) ∈ GL(3).

These spatially homogeneous geometries are classified by the nature of the structure constants
CJ = dHJ into nine different Bianchi classes. (See appendix C for explicit expressions for
the canonical co-frame basis for each Bianchi type). The remaining spatially homogeneous
geometry, not considered here, is when a G4 group of symmetries acts multiply transitively
on three dimensional spatial hyper-surfaces. Consequently, these geometries have a one
dimensional isotropy group, and require different techniques [26, 44].

To simplify some aspects of the computations later, we define H0̂ = dt, and define the
matrix

Ma
c(t) =

[
1 0
0 M I

J(t)

]
. (4.4)

With our chosen orthonormal basis, and given that LζI
(ωa

b) = 0 for I ∈ {1, 2, 3}, the
components ωa

bc are functions of t only; in which case,

•
ωa

b = ωa
b0̂(t) dt + ωa

bI(t)
•
hI(xi) (4.5)

= ωa
b0̂(t) H0̂ + ω̃a

bI(t) HI(xi) , (4.6)

in terms of the canonical co-frame basis, where we define ω̃a
bI(t) = ωa

bJ(t)MJ
I(t). Since we

chose an orthonormal co-frame, there exists a matrix Λa
b(xµ) ∈ SO+(1, 3) such that the spin

connection is
•
ωa

b = (Λ−1)a
cdΛc

b. (4.7)

In theory, we can always apply a Lorentz transformation to (4.3) to bring us to a Proper
Orthonormal frame

•
ha →

p

ha = Λa
b

•
hb,

•
ωa

b → 0a
b,

•
gab → •

gab, (4.8)

but we shall not impose this gauge restriction at this time. Alternatively, for each Bianchi
type, we will solve for the explicit form of •

ωa
b from (4.7) in terms of the six Lorentz parameter

functions that completely describe the Lorentz transformation. Then, we will determine the
conditions, if any, the f(T ) tele-parallel field equations place on the nature of •

ωa
b.

4.2 General spin connection for Bianchi tele-parallel geometries

What is the form of the general spin connection that can be employed in simply transitive
spatially homogeneous tele-parallel geometries? In [53] an algorithm is developed to study
tele-parallel geometries with a single affine symmetry. In a subsequent paper, the algorithm
is generalized to Bianchi type I tele-parallel geometries [40]. In [40], the general form of the
spin connection is computed in terms of three complex valued one-forms defined as

Θ ≡ (A−1A,µ − iθ,µ − 2ĒB,µ) dxµ, (4.9a)
ΨI ≡ A−1eiθ(Ē,µ − ĒB,µĒ) dxµ, (4.9b)

ΨII ≡ Ae−iθB,µ dxµ, (4.9c)
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where A(t, xj) and θ(t, xj) are real valued functions parameterizing the boost and spin of a
general Lorentz transformation. The complex valued functions E(t, xj) and B(t, xj) represent
the two different possible null rotations. See [40, 53] for details. While the computations
in [40, 53] were completed in a null frame, it is straightforward to transform to an orthonormal
frame. The general spin connection one-form in an orthonormal frame can be represented as

•
ωa

b =


0 Re(Θ) Re(ΨI + ΨII) −Im(ΨI − ΨII)

Re(Θ) 0 Re(ΨI − ΨII) −Im(ΨI + ΨII)
Re(ΨI + ΨII) −Re(ΨI − ΨII) 0 Im(Θ)

−Im(ΨI − ΨII) Im(ΨI + ΨII) −Im(Θ) 0

 , (4.10)

where Re( ) and Im( ) indicate the real and imaginary parts of their respective arguments.
Now comparing equation (4.6) with equation (4.10) we obtain

Θ =
(
ω̃0̂

1̂c
(t) + iω̃2̂

3̂c
(t)
)
Hc(xj), (4.11a)

ΨI = 1
2

((
ω̃0̂

2̂c
(t) + ω̃1̂

2̂c
(t)
)

− i
(
ω̃0̂

3̂c
(t) + ω̃1̂

3̂c
(t)
))

Hc(xj), (4.11b)

ΨII = 1
2

((
ω̃0̂

2̂c
(t) − ω̃1̂

2̂c
(t)
)

+ i
(
ω̃0̂

3̂c
(t) − ω̃1̂

3̂c
(t)
))

Hc(xj). (4.11c)

Expressing the components of the one-form Θ as Θ = Θc(t)hc(xj) = Θ̃c(t)Hc(xj) where
Θ̃c(t) = Θc(t)(M−1)c

d(t) and defining similarly Ψ̃I(t) and Ψ̃II(t) we obtain using equa-
tion (4.9) the following system of differential equations

Θ̃c(t)Hc
µ(xj) = (A−1A,µ − iθ,µ − 2ĒB,µ), (4.12a)

Ψ̃I
c(t)Hc

µ(xj) = A−1eiθ(Ē,µ − ĒB,µĒ), (4.12b)
Ψ̃II

c (t)Hc
µ(xj) = Ae−iθB,µ. (4.12c)

We note that the system of differential equations is non-homogeneous in general; that is,
there typically exist non-trivial source functions. However, the source functions are separable
functions of t and xj . To find a solution, we propose a general separable solution of the form

A(t, xj)e−ıθ(t,xj) = α(t)eλ(xj), (4.13a)

Ē(t, xj) = η̄(t)eλ(xj), (4.13b)

B(t, xj) = β(t)e−λ(xj), (4.13c)

where α(t), η(t) and β(t) are complex valued functions of t, and λ(xj) is a complex valued
function of the spatial coordinates xj . This ansatz for the solution will yield a general
solution provided that there are six real-valued arbitrary functions in the solution, else we
find a special solution. Substituting the general solution ansatz into equation (4.12) and
expanding the one forms Θ, ΨI and ΨII we find

Θ̃0(t) dt + Θ̃J(t)HJ
i(xj) dxi =

(
α̇

α
− 2η̄β̇

)
dt + (1 + 2η̄β) dλ

dxi
dxi, (4.14a)

Ψ̃I
0(t) dt + Ψ̃I

J(t)HJ
i(xj) dxi =

(
˙̄η − η̄2β̇

)
α−1 dt +

(
η̄ + η̄2β

)
α−1 dλ

dxi
dxi, (4.14b)

Ψ̃II
0 (t) dt + Ψ̃II

J (t)HJ
i(xj) dxi =

(
αβ̇
)

dt + (−αβ) dλ

dxi
dxi, (4.14c)
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where it becomes immediately obvious that

HJ
i(xj) ∝ dλ

dxi
. (4.15)

Equivalently, expressed as a one-form, this means that

dλ = λJHJ , (4.16)

where λJ are three complex valued constants. Equation (4.16) is integrable if

d2λ = λJCJ = 0. (4.17)

Therefore, the integrability of equation (4.16) depends on the Bianchi classification. For
example, for Bianchi type I, CJ ≡ 0 and therefore λJ can be three arbitrary complex valued
constants [40]. While for Bianchi types V III and IX, the CJ ̸= 0 and therefore equa-
tion (4.16) is integrable only if λJ = 0 for J ∈ {1, 2, 3}. For Bianchi type II, C1 ̸= 0 so
λ1 = 0. For all other Bianchi types, C2 ̸= 0 and C3 ̸= 0 so λ2 = λ3 = 0. Knowing the integra-
bility conditions allows one to solve for λ(xj) for each Bianchi type. Solving equation (4.16)
for each Bianchi type indicates that

λ(xj) = λ1x + λ2y + λ3z = λjxj , (4.18)

a linear function of the spatial coordinates, where some of the λj are zero depending on the
Bianchi type. Effectively, the Lorentz parameters making up the general form of the spin
connection suitable for Bianchi type tele-parallel geometries are

A(t, xj)e−iθ(t,xj) = α(t)eλjxj
, (4.19a)

Ē(t, xj) = η̄(t)eλjxj
, (4.19b)

B(t, xj) = β(t)e−λjxj
, (4.19c)

where the restrictions on the complex valued constants λj for each Bianchi type are

• I: no restrictions on λ1, λ2 or λ3;

• II: λ1 = 0;

• IV , V , V I0, V Ih, V II0, V IIh: λ2 = λ3 = 0;

• V III, IX: λ1 = λ2 = λ3 = 0.

With a general solution for the Lorentz parameter functions, the coordinates of the general
spin connection can easily be computed from the following expressions

Θ0 = α̇

α
− 2η̄β̇, Θj = λj(1 + 2η̄β), (4.20a)

ΨI
0 = ( ˙̄η − η̄2β̇)α−1, ΨI

j = λj(η̄ + η̄2β)α−1, (4.20b)
ΨII

0 = αβ̇, ΨII
j = −λj(αβ). (4.20c)
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4.3 Antisymmetric field equations for orthonormal Bianchi co-frames

The most general orthonormal co-frame and spin connection having a simply transitive G3
group of affine symmetries acting on spatial hyper-surfaces is given by the geometry{

•
gab,

•
ha,

•
ωa

b

}
, (4.21)

where
•
ha is given by equation (4.3) and •

ωa
b is computed from equation (4.10) with components

given by (4.20). From here on we will assume we are working in an orthonormal frame and
drop the over-circle on such quantities so that they are not confused with time derivatives
which will be indicated with an over-dot.

The torsion two form is

T a =
[
ω0̂

I ∧ hI ,
.

M I
J dt ∧ HJ + M I

J CJ + ωI
0̂ ∧ dt + ωI

J ∧ hJ
]

, (4.22)

where we employ the over-dot to denote a time derivative.
Given the simply transitive G3 group of symmetries, the torsion scalar can only be a

function of t, and assuming that we only have scalar matter (e.g., a scalar field or a perfect
fluid), the antisymmetric part of the [FIRST] field equation reduces to

−f ′′(T )
.
Th0̂ ∧ ∗S[a ∧ hb] = 0. (4.23)

The possible solutions of the above equation divide into three cases:

Case 1: the torsion scalar is a constant, T = T0,

Case 2: or f ′′(T ) = 0 in which case f(T ) = f1T + f0, where f1 and f0 are constants,

Case 3: or h0̂ ∧ ∗S[a ∧ hb] = 0.

In the first two cases the symmetric part of the [FIRST] field equation reduces

−1
2

◦
Rcd ∧ ηacd − 1

2Λ̃ηa = κ̃Σa, (4.24)

where in Case 1,
Λ̃ = T0 − f(T0)

f ′(T0) and κ̃ = κ

f ′(T0) , (4.25)

and for Case 2,
Λ̃ = −f0

f1
and κ̃ = κ

f1
. (4.26)

In Case 1 and Case 2 the resulting theory is equivalent to GR (or TEGR) with a cosmological
constant and a re-scaled gravitational coupling parameter.

In Case 3, where the torsion scalar is not a constant and f ′′(T ) ̸= 0, we can split the
antisymmetric part of the [FIRST] field equation into the electric (0̂I) and the magnetic (IJ)
components, which reduce to the equivalent of

h0̂ ∧ ∗S[0̂ ∧ hI] = 0 → KJ
I ∧ ηJ = 0 → KJ

IJ = 0, (4.27a)

h0̂ ∧ ∗S[I ∧ hJ ] = 0 → K 0̂
[I ∧ ηJ ] = 0 → K 0̂

[IJ ] = 0, (4.27b)
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in terms of the contorsion. Equivalently the above impose the following constraints on the
torsion

T J ∧ ηJI = 0 → T J
IJ = 0, (4.28a)

T 0̂ ∧ ηJI = 0 → T 0̂
IJ = 0. (4.28b)

Substituting (4.22) in (4.28a) and (4.28b) we find the following constraints between the func-
tions M I

J(t), ωa
b0̂(t), ωa

bI(t), the spatial geometry determined by HI(xi), and the constant
two forms CJ .

M I
K(t) CK ∧ ηIJ + ωI

J ∧ ηI = 0, (4.29a)
ω0̂

[I ∧ ηJ ] = 0. (4.29b)

Therefore, the antisymmetric part of the field equations yield six algebraic equations for the
spin connection coefficients

ωK
IK(t) = CK

JK(M−1)J
I(t), (4.30a)

ω0̂
[IJ ](t) = 0, (4.30b)

in terms of the frame functions M I
J(t) and the structure constants CI

JK defining the Lie
algebra for the symmetry group. We will now attempt to find solutions to equations (4.30)
for each Bianchi type when the torsion scalar is not a constant and f ′′(T ) ̸= 0; i.e, Case 3.

4.4 Bianchi type A

If we have a Bianchi type A affine geometry [types (I, II, V I0, V II0, V III, IX)] in which
CK

JK = 0 (assuming the torsion scalar is not a constant and f ′′(T ) ̸= 0), then a simple
solution to equations (4.30) which also respects the zero curvature and zero nonmetricity
constraints is ωa

bc(t) = 0. This is easily accomplished by selecting the Lorentz parameter
functions α(t) = 1, η(t) = 0, β(t) = 0 and the constants λ1 = λ2 = λ3 = 0 in equation (4.20).
Therefore, for Bianchi type A affine geometries we always have the freedom to choose a proper
orthonormal frame, and such a proper orthonormal frame is consistent with the antisymmetric
part of the f(T ) tele-parallel gravity field equations. In general this proper co-frame will
depend on the 9 arbitrary functions of t, M I

J(t), such that the matrix is non-singular.
Alternatively, a different general solution could be constructed simply by letting λ1 =

λ2 = λ3 = 0, in the solution for the Lorentz parameter functions in equation (4.19). In
this case, the Lorentz transformation are functions of time only. Therefore, by applying the
corresponding inverse Lorentz transformation we can simply transform the spin connection
to zero, resulting in a proper frame, which is equivalent to the case in which we simply set the
spin connection to zero as we did initially. Therefore, without loss of generality, for Bianchi
type A geometries, the proper frame with the 9 functions M I

J(t) is a general case.
We do note that other special solutions are possible for Bianchi type A affine geometries.

For example, for the Bianchi type I geometries studied in [40], it was shown that special
solutions for the Lorentz transformation exist which depend on the spatial coordinates. That
is, some of the complex-valued constants λJ are not zero. These special solutions also provide
a consistent co-frame/spin connection pair that satisfies the antisymmetric part of the f(T )
tele-parallel gravity field equations.
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4.4.1 Bianchi type A field equations
To illustrate the situation further for Bianchi type A geometries, we compute the various
quantities and field equations for a class of Bianchi type A geometries. The simplest symmetry
aligned proper orthonormal co-frame for the Bianchi type A geometries results from assuming
that the matrix M I

J(t) is diagonal. The proper (p) co-frame basis is

p

ha = [dt, A(t)H1(xi), B(t)H2(xi), C(t)H3(xi)]. (4.31)

where the HI(xi) are the canonical co-frame basis in the canonical coordinates (xi) for each
Bianchi type A geometry. The torsion two-form is

T a = [0,
.
Adt ∧ H1 + AdH1,

.
Bdt ∧ H2 + BdH2,

.
Cdt ∧ H3 + CdH3]. (4.32)

The torsion scalar is

T = 2
( .

A
.
B

AB
+

.
A

.
C

AC
+

.
B

.
C

BC

)
− 1

A2

(
C2

31C31
2

)
− 1

B2

(
C1

32C32
1

)
− 1

C2

(
C1

23C23
1

)
+ A2

B2C2

(
C1

23C 23
1

)
+ B2

A2C2

(
C2

31C 31
2

)
+ C2

A2B2

(
C3

12C 12
3

)
, (4.33)

where the CI
JK are the structure constants for each Bianchi type A which take on values

0, ±1. The torsion scalar can be decomposed into two parts, one that contains time derivatives
of the frame functions A, B, C, and one that contains the structure constants. For ease of
notation we define Tc to be the part of T containing the structure constants:

T = 2
( .

A
.
B

AB
+

.
A

.
C

AC
+

.
B

.
C

BC

)
+ Tc, (4.34)

where the expressions for Tc are given in table 1.
For completeness we express the f(T ) tele-parallel gravity field equations for the symme-

try aligned, diagonal, proper, orthonormal frame for the Bianchi type A geometries described
by the co-frame (4.31). Assuming a co-moving perfect fluid source the symmetric part of the
field equations (3.12) are

f ′(T )
( .

A

A

.
B

B
+

.
A

A

.
C

C
+

.
B

B

.
C

C
− 1

2Tc

)
− 1

2
(
f(T ) − Tf ′(T )

)
= κρ, (4.35a)

f ′(T )
(
−

..
B

B
−

..
C

C
−

.
B

B

.
C

C
− 1

2Tc +s1

)
+ 1

2
(
f(T ) − Tf ′(T )

)
−f ′′(T )

.
T

( .
A

A
+

.
B

B

)
= κp, (4.35b)

f ′(T )
(
−

..
A

A
−

..
C

C
−

.
A

A

.
C

C
− 1

2Tc +s2

)
+ 1

2
(
f(T ) − Tf ′(T )

)
−f ′′(T )

.
T

( .
A

A
+

.
C

C

)
= κp, (4.35c)

f ′(T )
(
−

..
A

A
−

..
B

B
−

.
A

A

.
B

B
− 1

2Tc +s3

)
+ 1

2
(
f(T ) − Tf ′(T )

)
−f ′′(T )

.
T

( .
B

B
+

.
C

C

)
= κp. (4.35d)

The values of si appearing in the field equations depend on the specific Bianchi type: expres-
sions for each can be found in table 2. We emphasize that the antisymmetric part of field
equations are identically satisfied for Bianchi type A geometries with a proper frame.
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Bianchi type Tc

I 0

II
A2

2B2C2

V I0
(B2 + C2)2

2A2B2C2

V II0
(B2 − C2)2

2A2B2C2

V III
(A2 + (B − C)2)(A2 + (B + C)2)

2A2B2C2

IX
(A2 − (B − C)2)(A2 − (B + C)2)

2A2B2C2

Table 1. The structure constant part Tc of the Torsion Scalar T for each diagonal Bianchi type A
affine symmetry.

Bianchi Type s1 s2 s3

I 0 0 0

II
A2

B2C2 0 0

V I0 0 B2 + C2

A2C2
B2 + C2

A2B2

V II0 0 B2 − C2

A2C2
−B2 + C2

A2B2

V III
A2 + B2 + C2

B2C2
A2 + B2 − C2

A2C2
A2 − B2 + C2

A2B2

IX
A2 − B2 − C2

B2C2
−A2 + B2 − C2

A2C2
−A2 − B2 + C2

A2B2

Table 2. The field equations for f(T ) tele-parallel gravity for Bianchi type A affine frame symmetries
depend on three functions si constructed from the structure constants of the associated Lie algebra
and the frame functions A, B, and C.

4.5 Bianchi type B

If we have a Bianchi type B affine geometry [types (IV, V, V Ih, V IIh)] in which CK
JK ̸= 0

(assuming the torsion scalar is not a constant and f ′′(T ) ̸= 0), then it is necessary that some
of the ωa

bc(t) ̸= 0. We will take a closer look at equations (4.30). For I = 1, 2, 3 we obtain
the following three expressions for equation (4.30a)

−Re(ΨI − ΨII)µe µ

2̂ + Im(ΨI + ΨII)µe µ

3̂ = CK
JK(M−1)J

1̂, (4.36a)
Re(ΨI − ΨII)µe µ

1̂ − Im(Θ)µe µ

3̂ = CK
JK(M−1)J

2̂, (4.36b)
−Im(ΨI + ΨII)µe µ

1̂ + Im(Θ)µe µ

2̂ = CK
JK(M−1)J

3̂, (4.36c)
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and from equation (4.30b) we find that

Re(Θ)µe µ

2̂ − Re(ΨI + ΨII)µe µ

1̂ = 0, (4.37a)
Re(Θ)µe µ

3̂ + Im(ΨI − ΨII)e µ

1̂ = 0, (4.37b)
Re(ΨI + ΨII)µe µ

3̂ + Im(ΨI − ΨII)e µ

2̂ = 0. (4.37c)

Given that eI is a vector tangent to the spatial hyper-surface, e 0
I = 0. We can combine

equations (4.36) and (4.37) to obtain three equivalent complex valued equations:

(ΨI + ΨII)je j

3̂ − i(ΨI − ΨII)je j

2̂ = iCK
JK(M−1)J

1̂, (4.38a)

+i(ΨI − ΨII)je j

1̂ − (Θ)je j

3̂ = iCK
JK(M−1)J

2̂, (4.38b)

−(ΨI + ΨII)je j

1̂ + (Θ)je j

2̂ = iCK
JK(M−1)J

3̂. (4.38c)

For Bianchi type B geometries,

CK
JK = 2cδ1

J , where c =
{

1, Bianchi IV, V√
|h|, Bianchi V Ih, V IIh

. (4.39)

Further, in all four Bianchi type B geometries, we have from solving for the spin connection in
section 4.2 that λ2 = λ3 = 0, which implies Θy = Θz = 0, ΨI

y = ΨI
z = 0 and ΨII

y = ΨII
z = 0,

so that equations (4.38) become

(ΨI
x + ΨII

x )e x
3̂ − i(ΨI

x − ΨII
x )e x

2̂ = 2ic(M−1)1̂
1̂, (4.40a)

+i(ΨI
x − ΨII

x )e x
1̂ − (Θx)e x

3̂ = 2ic(M−1)1̂
2̂, (4.40b)

−(ΨI
x + ΨII

x )e x
1̂ + (Θx)e x

2̂ = 2ic(M−1)1̂
3̂. (4.40c)

The above system can be considered a linear system for ΨI
x + ΨII

x , ΨI
x − ΨII

x and Θx. Indeed
we can express it in matrix format as e x

3̂ −ie x
2̂ 0

0 ie x
1̂ −e x

3̂
−e x

1̂ 0 e x
2̂


ΨI

x + ΨII
x

ΨI
x − ΨII

x

Θx

 = 2ic


(M−1)1̂

1̂
(M−1)1̂

2̂
(M−1)1̂

3̂

 , (4.41)

where we note
e x

I = (M−1)J
IE x

J = (M−1)1̂
I , (4.42)

since E x
1̂ = 1, E x

2̂ = 0 and E x
3̂ = 0 for Bianchi type B geometries.

The determinant of the coefficient matrix in equation (4.41) is zero, and therefore there is
no solution in general for Bianchi type B tele-parallel geometries. This means that, in general,
Bianchi type B tele-parallel geometries (with T ̸= const and f ′′(T ) ̸= 0) are inconsistent
with the antisymmetric part of the f(T ) tele-parallel field equations; that is, no general
solutions exist.

Of course, special degenerate solutions may exist if the rank of the matrix is equal to
the rank of the augmented matrix. This can occur if the degeneracy condition

(M−1)1̂
1̂e x

1̂ + (M−1)1̂
2̂e x

2̂ + (M−1)1̂
3̂e x

3̂ = 0 , (4.43)
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is met. When equation (4.42) is substituted into the degeneracy condition (4.43) we obtain(
(M−1)1̂

1̂

)2
+
(
(M−1)1̂

2̂

)2
+
(
(M−1)1̂

3̂

)2
= 0, (4.44)

solutions of which imply (M−1)1̂
1̂ = (M−1)1̂

2̂ = (M−1)1̂
3̂ = 0. This yields a matrix (M−1)I

J

with a column of zeros which is not possible since the matrix M I
J ∈ GL(3) is non-singular.

Therefore, equation (4.43) is never true. The Bianchi type B tele-parallel geometries are
inconsistent with the f(T ) tele-parallel gravity unless f(T ) is a linear function of T or T is
constant; that is, the theory is TEGR (or GR) with a cosmological constant and a re-scaled
coupling constant.

5 Concluding remarks

Employing the Metric Affine Gauge framework the field equations for f(T ) tele-parallel grav-
ity were developed in a fully covariant manner through the use of Lagrange multipliers. Fur-
ther, with the assumption of a scalar matter source, it was shown that the covariant field
equations can be split into a symmetric part which has a matter source, and an antisym-
metric part with no source. The anti-symmetric part of the f(T ) tele-parallel gravity field
equations can place severe constraints on the function f(T ) if the geometrical framework is
not properly initialized. For example, if the geometry is Minkowski expressed in spherical
coordinates, then using a diagonal co-frame and a trivial spin connection implies that the
function f(T ) must be linear in T . Essentially, the initial setup for this problem is incorrect.

The goal is to develop co-frame/spin connection pairs suitable for Bianchi affine geome-
tries and use these co-frame/spin connection pairs in the covariant field equations for f(T )
tele-parallel gravity. Assuming the co-frame and spin connection are both invariant under a
simply transitive G3 group of motions an orthonormal co-frame basis is constructed. Then
generalizing the results in [40], a spin connection suitable for any Bianchi affine geometry is
computed: this spin connection being a function of three complex valued functions of time
and three arbitrary complex valued constants. Depending on the Bianchi type, some of these
constants are zero.

With the geometrical framework developed for each Bianchi type, the antisymmetric
part of the f(T ) tele-parallel gravity field equations is calculated. For Bianchi type A affine
geometries with a perfect fluid source moving orthogonally to the spatial hypersurfaces, the
proper frame is consistent with the anti-symmetric part of the field equations; that is, the
antisymmetric part of the field equations are identically satisfied. A consistent proper co-
frame always exists in general for Bianchi type A affine geometries; that is, a so-called “good”
co-frame exists. Assuming a diagonal proper co-frame, the symmetric part of the f(T ) tele-
parallel gravity field equations with a perfect fluid are expressed for each Bianchi type A
geometry.

For Bianchi type B affine geometries we find a different result. With the assumption
of a perfect fluid source moving orthogonally to the spatial hypersurfaces the antisymmetric
part of the f(T ) tele-parallel gravity field equations can be expressed as a non-homogeneous
matrix problem. However, it was shown that no solutions exist unless f(T ) = f1T + f0
or T is a constant. The Bianchi type B tele-parallel geometries are inconsistent with the
f(T ) tele-parallel gravity unless the theory is TEGR (or GR) with a cosmological constant
and a re-scaled coupling constant. An analogous inconsistency regarding Bianchi type B
geometries is also described in [54] where it is shown that the general action principles are
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not valid for Bianchi type B spatially-homogeneous geometries if the symmetry assumptions
are imposed before the variations are made. Here, we show that the antisymmetric part of
the f(T ) tele-parallel gravity field equations can never be satisfied for general Bianchi type B
affine geometries containing a perfect fluid moving orthogonally to the spatial hypersurfaces.
This result of course does depend on the nature of the matter. If the matter has spin, then
there exists a matter source in the antisymmetric part of the f(T ) tele-parallel gravity field
equations.

One important question in mathematical cosmology is that of initial conditions. Most
often, solutions to the field equations assume from the onset that the geometry is both
spatially homogeneous and isotropic on the largest of scales, but this is an extremely re-
strictive assumption. Presumably the initial conditions were such that the universe was
inhomogeneous and evolved toward spatial homogeneity and isotropy. Therefore building in-
homogeneous and/or anisotropic models is of importance. Here, we build a framework that
will allow one to construct large classes of Bianchi type A anisotropic models which can then
be subsequently analyzed and tested against current observations.

Obviously there is more work to do. For example, one remaining spatially homogenous
but anisotropic geometry to be constructed in tele-parallel gravity is that of a G4 acting on
the 3 dimensional spatial hyper-surface (tele-parallel Kantowski-Sachs). This geometry has
an isotropy subgroup, and therefore the techniques developed here and in [44] will need to
be employed.
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A Invariant decomposition of the torsion 2-form

In four dimensions the torsion 2-form can be decomposed into three irreducible parts invariant
under the general linear group [27], called TENTOR (1)T a, TRATOR (2)T a, and AXITOR
(3)T a, having 16, 4 and 4 independent components respectively

T a = (1)T a + (2)T a + (3)T a. (A.1)

For a metric having Lorentzian signature the irreducible parts of the torsion are given by

(2)T a = 1
3ha ∧ eb⌋T b, (A.2)

(3)T a = −1
3

∗(ha ∧ P ) , with P = ∗(T a ∧ ha) , (A.3)
(1)T a = T a −(2) T a −(3) T a. (A.4)

The irreducible pieces satisfy the relations

(1)T a ∧ ha = 0 , ea⌋(1)T a = 0 , (A.5)
(2)T a ∧ ha = 0 , ea⌋(3)T a = 0 . (A.6)
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B Contorsion

We introduce the antisymmetric contorsion 1-form Ka
b implicitly via the expression

T a = Ka
b ∧ hb. (B.1)

If the nonmetricity Qab = 0 then we find

ωa
b = ◦

ωa
b + Ka

b , (B.2)

where Kab = −Kba. We use an over circle to indicate the usual Riemannian (Levi-Civita)
connection ◦

ωa
b associated with the metric. The contorsion one-form Ka

b can also be computed
explicitly from the torsion two-form via the expression

Kab = e[a⌋Tb] − 1
2(ea⌋eb⌋Tc)hc. (B.3)

Interestingly, a relationship between the curvature of the spin connection ωa
b, and the

curvature of the Levi-Civita spin connection ◦
ωa

b can be found

Ra
b =

◦
Ra

b +
◦

DKa
b + Ka

c ∧ Kc
b, (B.4)

or as
Ra

b =
◦

Ra
b + DKa

b − Ka
c ∧ Kc

b. (B.5)
The Ricci Scalar, R, can be computed via

R η = Rabηab. (B.6)

It is now straight forward using equation (B.5) to derive the following equivalent relationships

R η =
◦

R η + T η + d(Kab ∧ ηab) , (B.7)

R η =
◦

R η + T η + d(ha ∧ ∗Sa) , (B.8)

R η =
◦

R η + T η + d(2ha ∧ ∗Ta) , (B.9)

which in tele-parallel gravity when R = 0, shows how the standard Hilbert Lagrangian of
General Relativity

◦
R differs from the Lagrangian of f(T ) = T tele-parallel gravity by a total

derivative.

C Bianchi geometries

For a G3 group of motions acting simply transitively on three dimensional spatial hyper-
surfaces, it is possible to express the spatial co-frame basis HI , I ∈ {1, 2, 3} with respect
to some canonical coordinates xi = [x, y, z] [52]. Given a basis of spatial co-frames HI for
each Bianchi geometry one can construct the corresponding frame basis EJ determined via
EJ⌋HI = δI

J . The objects of anholonimity, CI = dHI , are two-forms that can be invariantly
decomposed as

(2)CI = 1
2 HI ∧

(
EJ⌋CJ

)
, (C.1)

(1)CI = CI − (2)CI . (C.2)

The three dimensional Bianchi geometries can broadly be divided into two classes. The Class
A Bianchi geometries are those in which (2)CI is identically zero, while the others belong to
the Class B Bianchi geometries.
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The class A Bianchi geometries. For reference, the Class A geometries and their cor-
responding objects of anholonimity are:

Bianchi I

HI = [dx, dy, dz]
CI = [0, 0, 0]

(2)CI = [0, 0, 0]
(1)CI = [0, 0, 0]

Bianchi II

HI = [dx − zdy, dy, dz]
CI = [H2 ∧ H3, 0, 0]

(2)CI = [0, 0, 0]
(1)CI = [H2 ∧ H3, 0, 0]

Bianchi VI0

HI = [dx, (cosh(x)dy − sinh(x)dz), (− sinh(x)dy + cosh(x)dz)]
CI = [0, H3 ∧ H1, −H1 ∧ H2]

(2)CI = [0, 0, 0]
(1)CI = [0, H3 ∧ H1, −H1 ∧ H2]

Bianchi VII0

HI = [dx, (cos(x)dy − sin(x)dz), (sin(x)dy + cos(x)dz)]
CI = [0, H3 ∧ H1, H1 ∧ H2]

(2)CI = [0, 0, 0]
(1)CI = [0, H3 ∧ H1, H1 ∧ H2]

Bianchi VIII

HI = [dx − sinh(y)dz, (cos(x)dy − sin(x) cosh(y)dz), (sin(x)dy + cos(x) cosh(y)dz)]
CI = [−H2 ∧ H3, H3 ∧ H1, H1 ∧ H2]

(2)CI = [0, 0, 0]
(1)CI = [−H2 ∧ H3, H3 ∧ H1, H1 ∧ H2]

Bianchi IX

HI = [dx + sin(y)dz, (cos(x)dy − sin(x) cos(y)dz), (sin(x)dy + cos(x) cos(y)dz)]
CI = [H2 ∧ H3, H3 ∧ H1, H1 ∧ H2]

(2)CI = [0, 0, 0]
(1)CI = [H2 ∧ H3, H3 ∧ H1, H1 ∧ H2]
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The class B Bianchi geometries. The Class B geometries and their corresponding ob-
jects of anholonimity are:

Bianchi IV

HI = [dx, exdy, ex(dz + xdy)]
CI = [0, H1 ∧ H2, H1 ∧ (H2 + H3)]

(2)CI = [0, H1 ∧ H2, H1 ∧ H3]
(1)CI = [0, 0, H1 ∧ H2]

Bianchi V

HI = [dx, exdy, exdz]
CI = [0, H1 ∧ H2, H1 ∧ H3]

(2)CI = [0, H1 ∧ H2, H1 ∧ H3]
(1)CI = [0, 0, 0]

Bianchi VIh where h = −a2, a ̸= 0 constant. (Bianchi III when a = 1.)

HI = [dx, eax(cosh(x)dy − sinh(x)dz), eax(− sinh(x)dy + cosh(x)dz)]
CI = [0, aH1 ∧ H2 + H3 ∧ H1, aH1 ∧ H3 − H1 ∧ H2]

(2)CI = [0, aH1 ∧ H2, aH1 ∧ H3]
(1)CI = [0, H3 ∧ H1, −H1 ∧ H2]

Bianchi VIIh where h = a2, a ̸= 0 constant.

HI = [dx, eax(cos(x)dy − sin(x)dz), eax(sin(x)dy + cos(x)dz)]
CI = [0, aH1 ∧ H2 + H3 ∧ H1, aH1 ∧ H3 − H1 ∧ H2]

(2)CI = [0, aH1 ∧ H2, aH1 ∧ H3]
(1)CI = [0, H3 ∧ H1, H1 ∧ H2]
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